
What do we want?

We do not want to leave our

neighbourhoods to the AfD in the weeks

before the local elections. Together with

many other people we would like to

accompany every information booth of

the AfD - if

possible - with creative actions. E.g. with

a brown bag - i.e. a garbage bag

enabling people to dispose of racist

propaganda.

What can I do?

Get yourself a "brown bag" (by using a

paper bag or a garbage bag), write

"brown  garbage" on it and put

it in your pocket. Watch our twitter

account @forcologne (settings: account

information/all tweets). If you come

across an AfD information booth  and

have some time, call your friends and/or

colleagues, take them along to the

information booth and encourage

pedestrians to dispose of the AfD racist

garbage directly in your paper bag.

Take  a photo of your action and send it

to: kontakt@kvfr.de

Our basic attitude is "to maintain

distance" to the AfD members and to

take a clear position.

Opening

of the street election

campaign

date: 15th August, 2020

time: 11:00 am 

place:  Porz-Markt

We invite you to participate in

our bicycle demonstrations

as well as in our manifestation

in Porz. 

You can find all relevant

information and meeting

points in the individual

neighbourhoods on: 

keinveedelfuerrassismus.de

On 13th September, 2020 local

governments will be elected all over

North Rhine-Westphalia. The AfD

(Alternative for Germany) and its

associates will participate again,

spreading right-wing propaganda

and racist agitation. Therefore we say

it loud and say it clear:

NO to right-wing extremism, racism,

antisemitism, homo and trans

hostility, sexism and discrimination!

YES to diversity, respect and equal

rights for all in our city!

Our aim is to prevent the AfD from

becoming a member of our city

council and of any  district admin-

istration, if possible. We demand: 

No votes for the AfD. 

Who are we?

"Kein Veedel für Rassismus" (No

Neighbourhood for Racism) is an

independent, solidarity-based

association of people who stand up to

the AfD and other extreme right-

wing groups in Cologne. We are a

network consisting of different

groups in almost all city neighbour-

hoods. We are impartial and work

against the right. Together we stand

up  against racism - during the

election period and beyond that.

follow us on::

All Cologne

against 

Racism
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